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Learn  
about 14  
mammals!
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All over the world, in all kinds of habitats, mothers bring forth new life. For many  
animals, such as reptiles and amphibians, mothering responsibilities end before  
the babies are even born.  But mammal babies need their mothers––they need to be  
nurtured and nourished long enough to learn how to survive on their own.

All mammal mothers feed, protect, and teach their young, even though these tasks 
often challenge their own needs for survival. But a mammal baby’s journey to  
maturity varies dramatically depending on whether it is a bear or a bat, a shrew or a  
seal, a hippopotamus or a human. this fascinating introduction to the world of  
mammals reveals how fourteen mammal babies travel the path from helpless infants  
to self-sufficient adults.

“completely engrossing! Most readers are sure to be suprised by  
something they learn about these seemingly famiiar animals… A wonderful 
gift book for expectant parents or families with children.”

 ––carolyn Bailey, ForeWord Magazine

“As engaging visually as it is verbally!”  
––Dr. inés L. cifuentes, Director, carnegie Academy for Science education

“this is one of the most engaging nonfiction books i have ever read!  
it correlates so well with our science curriculum and the supplemental 
resources are especially teacher friendly.”  

—Sonya Smith, Science coordinator, AtOMS2XP and iMPAct2, Miss. State, MS

Activity Guide available at Sciencenaturally.com.
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